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Degrees of building damage v.s. tsunami runup height.  
The marks filled in black are the data from the 1993 Okushiri tsunami; 
the hollow marks are the data from the previous tsunami events. 
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Shuto, 1994 

Tsunami Effects on Buildings 



The 2011 Tohoku Tsunami  
Pump Station in Idagawa, Fukushima 



Design Guidelines are Available 



Tsunami Forces – FEMA P646 

Hydrostatic Forces: 
 
Buoyant Forces: 
 
Hydrodynamic Forces: 
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Debris Impact Forces: 
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Pre 2011 Tsunami Event 
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Many different types of forces must be considered because there are 
many variety of tsunami loadings depending on many factors. 



Tsunami Forces – FEMA P646 

Hydrostatic Forces: 
 

Fh = pcAw =
1
2
ρsgbhmax

2
Need to know hmax 

It is important for a 2-D structure such as seawalls 
and dikes, or for evaluation of an individual wall 
panel, but not for a building as a whole. 

Sketch from p646 



Tsunami Forces – FEMA P646 

Hydrostatic Forces: 
 

Fh = pcAw =
1
2
ρsgbhmax

2
Need to know hmax 

It is important for a 2-D structure such as seawalls 
and dikes, or for evaluation of an individual wall 
panel, but not for a building as a whole. 

Exception is a very long and 
narrow buildings.   

Sketch from p646 



Tsunami Forces – FEMA P646 

Hydrostatic Forces: 
 
Buoyant Forces: 
 

Fb = ρs gV

R

DATUM

DESIGN RUNUP HEIGHT

Building
Weight

Fb

Pile Tension

Total Displaced
Volume, V

hmax

Need to know hmax 

The 2011 East-Japan Tsunami caused several failures of RC (reinforced concrete) 
buildings, possibly, by buoyant forces.  

Sketch from p646 



Tsunami Forces – FEMA P646 

Hydrostatic Forces: 
 
Buoyant Forces: 
 
Hydrodynamic Forces: 
 

Fd =
1
2
ρsCdB(hu

2 )max

Need to know (h u2)max 

Sketch from p646 



Tsunami Forces – FEMA P646 

Hydrostatic Forces: 
 
Buoyant Forces: 
 
Hydrodynamic Forces: 
 

Fd =
1
2
ρsCdB(hu

2 )max

Hydrodynamic forces 
are exerted on a 
body as a whole so 
this sketch in FEMA 
P646 is misleading 

Need to know (h u2)max 

(b) Plan View (a) Elevation View 
Sketch from p646 
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Tsunami Forces – FEMA P646 

Hydrostatic Forces: 
 
Buoyant Forces: 
 
Hydrodynamic Forces: 
 
Impulsive Forces: 
 

Fs = 1.5Fd

h

z

max R

DATUM

DESIGN RUNUP HEIGHT

s,c2F
Fs,b2

Fs,c1Fd,c1

Fd,b2

Fd,c2

F      - Impulsive forces on columns and beams at leading edge of bore

d,c1

s,c1

F      - Drag forces on columns and beams behind leading edge of bore

c1 and c2 - Columns at first and second levels.  b2 - Beams at second level

This is only when a building is 
initially flooded, i.e. the incident 
wave is in the formation of a ‘bore’. 
This estimation is empirical and 
involves significant uncertainty. 

Sketch from p646 



Tsunami Forces – FEMA P646 

Hydrostatic Forces: 
 
Buoyant Forces: 
 
Hydrodynamic Forces: 
 
Impulsive Forces: 
 
Debris Impact Forces: 
 

Fi = 1.3 umax kmd (1+ c)

z

R

DATUM

DESIGN RUNUP HEIGHT

W Fi

d

 m !!x + k x = 0

c is a hydrodynamic mass coefficient;  
it is not clear what c represents physically. 

Need to know umax and k 

This approach is a gross 
simplification from reality: 
need to recognize significant 
uncertainty. 

Sketch from p646 



Tsunami Forces – FEMA P646 

Hydrostatic Forces: 
 
Buoyant Forces: 
 
Hydrodynamic Forces: 
 
Impulsive Forces: 
 
Debris Impact Forces: 
 
Damming of Accumulated Debris: 
 

Fdm = 1
2
ρs CdBd (hu

2 )max

Bd is the breadth of the debris dam  

Need to know (h u2)max Damming simply increases the projected 
frontal area exerted by tsunami forces.  



Tsunami Forces – FEMA P646 

Hydrostatic Forces: 
 
Buoyant Forces: 
 
Hydrodynamic Forces: 
 
Impulsive Forces: 
 
Debris Impact Forces: 
 
Damming of Accumulated Debris: 
 
Moment:  M 0 = F d

Need to know u2h2 



Onagawa 

(38˚26’33.0’N 141˚26’44.3”E) 

Moment failure of the RC 
Building – no such failure had 
been observed before! 

This building was toppled by 
rotation. 

17.6 m Runup 



What flow parameters do we need to know? 

•  Hydrostatic Forces  
–  Max. Inundation Depth, hmax 

•  Hydrodynamic Forces 
–  Drag Coefficient CD;  Max. Momentum Flux ρ u2h 

•  Impulsive Forces  
–  Empirical but could relate it to Hydrodynamic Forces 

•  Debris Impact Forces  
–  Effective Stiffness k for the Combination of Debris and Structure;  

Impact Speed uI.  Validity of the simplified formula is questionable. 
•  Damming of Waterborne Debris 

–  Drag Coefficient CD;  Max. Momentum Flux ρ u2h 

•  Moment 
–  Max. Moment ρ u2h2 



What flow parameters do we need to know? 

•  Hydrostatic Forces  
–  Max. Inundation Depth, hmax 

•  Hydrodynamic Forces 
–  Drag Coefficient CD;  Max. Momentum Flux ρ u2h 

•  Impulsive Forces  
–  Empirical but could relate it to Hydrodynamic Forces 

•  Debris Impact Forces  
–  Effective Stiffness k for the Combination of Debris and Structure;  

Impact Speed uI.  Validity of the simplified formula is questionable. 
•  Damming of Waterborne Debris 

–  Drag Coefficient CD;  Max. Momentum Flux ρ u2h 

•  Moment 
–  Max. Moment ρ u2h2 Substantial Uncertainties: although some are more than the others. 



Inundation depth h  
Momentum flux ρ u2h  
Debris impact speed uI   
Moment ρ u2h2  

These parameters can be computed by performing 
*detailed* numerical simulations for the site of interest. 

What flow parameters do we need to know? 

Note that  
 Max ρ u2h ≠ Max ρu2 × Max h  
 Max ρ u2h2 ≠ Max ρu2 × Max h2   



Performance-Based Tsunami Engineering: Data Explore 



Performance-Based Tsunami Engineering: Data Explore 

Select from multiple 
tsunami cases: each case 
may be identified with its 
occurrence probability  



Performance-Based Tsunami Engineering: Data Explore 

Provide a map to select 
a location of interest. 



Performance-Based Tsunami Engineering: Data Explore 

Retrieve the metadata. 



Performance-Based Tsunami Engineering: Data Explore 

Provide a map to select 
a location of interest. 



Performance-Based Tsunami Engineering: Data Explore 

View the bathymetry 
and topography. 



Performance-Based Tsunami Engineering: Data Explore 

Select a location of 
interest and the date to 
be download. 



Performance-Based Tsunami Engineering: Data Explore 

Plot the data. 
 
And download the data 
of interest.  



Performance-Based Tsunami Engineering: Data Explore 

Plot the zoom-in data 
by selecting the time 
interval of interest. 



Extreme Tsunami Effects on Buildings 



Building Global Stability: Sliding + Overturning 

•  In Japan, three or four-
story RC structures are 
strong due to their 
seismic design. 

•  Buildings tend to slide 
and/or overturn. 

•  Buildings failed during 
runup or drawdown. 

The 2011 East Japan (Heisei) Tsunamis	  



Mitigating Factors 

Photo by Yeh 
Three-story building with broken windows. 



Lessons learned from the 2011 Building Failures 

•  Focus on Building Global Stability by Sliding and 
Overturning, but not accounting for scour. 

•  Estimate the effective buoyancy force development as a 
function of time. 

•  Estimate overturning failures 

•  Present an application example to illustrate the use of the 
proposed calculation. 

What We Wish to Present Now are: 



Buoyancy Forces 

•  Net upward pressure force acting on the bottom face of a 
partially or totally submerged body. 

•  Pore-water pressure in the soil must increase by the excess 
water weight on the ground surface due to inundation and 
that takes a “finite time to establish” the pressure increase. 

•  The pore-water pressure and thus the buoyancy force 
develops gradually even in the saturated soil, but not 
instantaneously. 

FB = ρw g V = ρw g(a× b) (h + hfoundation )

FB ≠ ρw gV



Excess pore-water pressure pe created by a 
sudden inundation does not penetrate through 
the soil instantaneously. It is because soil grain 
lattice itself is capable of supporting the loads 
temporarily, and transferring the loads to the 
pore-water pressure is a diffusion process: 

∂ pe
∂t

= cv
1
r
∂
∂r

r ∂ pe
∂r

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+ ∂2 pe

∂ z2
⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟

where cv is the consolidation coefficient, and 
the cylindrical coordinates are understood. 

Buoyancy Forces under a Cylindrical Shaped Object 

Terzaghi (1925)	  



Buoyancy Forces under a Cylindrical Shaped Object 

Radius R  
Overburden depth  z 

The value of cv and z plays a significant role in the buoyancy force 

0 1 2 3 4 cv t/R2

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8
Fb/(A�g�h)

z/R = 1/5 
3/5 

5/5 

z 



Building Global Stability Analysis 

Equilibrium: Fx = Rx;∑
M 0∑ t( ) = 0 = 1

2 h(t)+ hf( )FD (t)+ 1
3 hf FA − FP( )− 1

2 aWB,net (t)

Wb = weight of the building 
Ww = weight of water retained in the building due to flooding 
FA = resultant force of active soil pressures 
Fp = resultant force of passive soil pressures 
d = displacement 
µ = friction coefficient 



Field Condition Example 

•  Assumptions 
–  The 2011 East Japan Tsunami in Onagawa 

–  Four-story RC building: 8.9 m long, 8.9 m wide, 16 m tall. 

–  Mat foundation 

–  10% of the total volume is made of concrete slabs and walls 

–  ρconcete = 2400 kg/m3;  ρw = 1100 kg/m3;  γsoil = 20 kN/m3 

–  Net building weight:  

•  fflooded = 0.0 (water-tight building) to 0.80 

–  Friction resistance: 

 

Wb
net (t) =Wb + f floodedWw (t)− FB(t)

FR = µWb
net (t)  and µ ≈ 0.5



Tsunami Flow Data Extracted from Video Footage 

•  Town of Onagawa, Miyagi.  

•  The maximum tsunami runup 
elevation is 17.6 m.  

•  Estimated velocity variation 
based on the measurements at t = 
510 s (runup phase) and 1212 s 
(drawdown phase). The temporal 
variations are assumed to be 
parabolic. 

 

The 2011 Heisei Tsunami 

video clip 

Koshimura (2011) 



Hydrodynamic Forces and Moments 

Fd = 1
2Cd ρ hu

2

Hydrodynamic force per unit width: 

Hydrodynamic moment at the 
ground level per unit width: 

Md = 1
4Cd ρ h

2 u2



Buoyancy Forces 

The consolidation coefficient, cv = 140, 350, 700 cm2/s  

A building with or without basement would make a 
significant difference in the buoyant force effects. 

z = 1.0 m   



Buoyancy Forces 
Overburden depth:  z = 1 m, 3 m, and 5 m 

A building with or without basement would make a 
significant difference in the buoyancy force effects. 

cv = 140 cm2/s 



Water Tight Building 

z 



Water-tight, z = 1 m, cv = {140, 350, 700} cm2/s 



Water-tight, z = {1, 3, 5} m,  cv = 140 cm2/s 



80% Flooded Building 

z 



Flooded (80%),  z = 1 m,  cv = {140, 350, 700} cm2/s 



Flooded (80%),  z = {1, 3, 5} m,  cv = 140 cm2/s 



Conclusions 

•  Hydrodynamic Forces 
–  To evaluate overturning moment, we need to estimate the term like 

h2u2. 
–  Breakaway walls and windows are not only to reduce tsunami’s 

hydrodynamic forces but also to increase the stabilizing body force – 
increase the effective weight of a building. 

•  Buoyancy Forces 
–  Created via increase in pore-water pressure; hence buoyancy force is 

not instantaneous response from tsunami’s inundation, but is a 
gradual dissipation process causing some time lag. 

–  Consequently the deeper the building bottom is buried, the slower 
the buildup process of the pore-water pressure at the bottom. 

Publication: Barbosa, A. and Yeh, H., 2014. Coastal Engineering 2014. (ICCE Proceedings)   



Tsunami Threat in Taiwan ?? 



Near-Source Tsunami 



Tsunami Source of the Sumatra EQ Taiwan–Ryukyu 



Soil Pressure Force by The Rankine Theory. 

Friction angle ϕ = 30˚, 
 
 
 
 
 
where  hf is the basement wall/foundation depth 

  ϒs is the soil density. 
  Ka is the coefficient of the active soil pressure 
  Kp is the coefficient of passive soil pressure 

Fa = 1
2 Ka γ s hf

2

Fp = 1
2 Kp γ s hf

2

Ka =
1− sinφ
1+ sinφ

Kp =
1+ sinφ
1− sinφ



Scotch Cap Lighthouse destroyed by the 1946 Aleutian Tsunami. 

A sketch (Gonzalez, 1999) 



FEMA P646 
“Guidelines” to estimate forces based on a given inundation map. 

•  People tends to use this sort of 
documentation as a strict rule to 
follow. 

•  How conservative do we need to 
be for the design “guideline?” 

 
 

Issues 



Tsunami Flow Data Extracted from Video Footage 

•  Town of Onagawa, Miyagi.  

•  The maximum tsunami runup 
elevation is 17.6 m.  

•  Estimated velocity variation 
based on the measurements at t = 
510 s (runup phase) and 1212 s 
(drawdown phase). The temporal 
variations are assumed to be 
parabolic. 

 

The 2011 Heisei Tsunami 

video clip 

Koshimura (2011) 

Note that those time-series tsunami data could be retrieved from 
our Performance-Based Tsunami Engineering: Data Explore 


